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Chen May Yee swapped life as a foreign correspondent in Asia for domesticity in Minneapolis, where she lives
with preschooler Maya, kindergartener Zoe and husband Chris, a stay-at-home dad. She writes about healthcare
at the Star Tribune and hankers after warmer climates.

Kay Krhin makes daily attempts to balance doing more with less and less with more at work and home, more or
less. She is married to multi-faceted modern man Peter and is a slightly seasoned mother to preschooler Ben and
toddler Vivian.

Find us on mobile. Point your phone's browser to StarTribune.com and scroll down to Cribsheet Parenting Blog
or text 'crib' to 79797 to have a link sent to your phone.

E-mail May and Kay and follow them on Twitter.
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Below is an event alert from Missy aka The Marketing Mama 

Teaching babies and toddlers sign language to help them communicate has become the new "in" thing - for good
reason, it helps them communicate their needs before they can talk. On Friday, April 30, in Maple Grove there
will be a concert featuring Rachel Coleman of Signing Time. Chances are you've come across Signing Time on
PBS, Nick Jr or even at the library. It's an amazing educational show that teaches sign language through singing
fun songs.
 
Signing Time is not designed to only serve those with hearing difficulties, it is also excellent for teaching babies
and toddlers how to communicate (which is what we did in our family), and many individuals with disabilities
find signing helps them immensely.
 
The concert is going to be a benefit to raise money for the Signing Time Foundation, which means the tickets are
very reasonable at $5 for children under 18 and $10 for adults. The show will be lots of fun for Signing Time



fans and families that are new to signing.
 
 
Signing Time Web site

Missy's post on the concert:

 

For ticket information: http://www.ronaisigns.com/benefit
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Oh! We LOVE Signing Time!

We get the videos at the library, and my 20 month old signs more words than she talks. My 3 1/2 year old will
sign the "It's signing time with Alex and Leah" song whenever we pick out a video. Thanks for letting me know
about this - I've got to take them!!!
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Update

I wanna stay updated with The Marketing Mama here on this website. Please subscribe. - Annabella
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